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Real Housewives of New Jerseyâ€™s Siggy Flicker knows that happily-ever-after isnâ€™t a

guarantee. You have to work for it.Smart and sassy relationship expert Siggy Flicker is your new

fairy godmother. Having matched more than a thousand couples and embraced her own second

chance at love, she knows finding a prince is no picnic. Now sheâ€™s sharing the keys to building a

fairy-tale romance, beginning with a honest assessment of what you really want to be happy.  Â  To

help readers create the healthy, lasting relationships they deserve, Siggy is sharing her honest,

empowering advice, including: Â  â€¢ Â Define the relationship you want. Set an intention and true

love will follow. â€¢ Â Forget what looks good â€œon paper.â€• Sure heâ€™s Mr. Right, but is he right

for you?  â€¢ Â Take a break from your dating rut with a Dating Detox. Step back and reevaluate

your dating behavior. â€¢ Â Learn how to make the most of the first five minutes. First impressions

are important, so learn to send the right signals. â€¢ Â Happily ever after means forever. Continue to

work hard to keep your relationship strong and passionate. Â  In Write Your Own Fairy Tale, readers

will get a tried-and-true comprehensive guide to the first six months of dating and Siggyâ€™s

exclusive plan to get over heartbreak ensuring youâ€™ll get from agony to over it in just six simple

steps.  Â  Featuring practical exercises, real-life success stories, and lessons Siggy learned the

hard way, Write Your Own Fairy Tale is a wake-up call for everyone looking for loveâ€”and a guide

for making sure you get the happiness you truly deserve.
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I love Siggy's advice on the Wendy William's show. This is a sweet, lighthearted little book and a



good reminder not to give up on love. Siggy gives a lot of advice about focusing on yourself. It's a

great confidence book and one that I would recommend to friends after a break up.

This book has it all- great advice served up with humor and grit.Through this book Siggy helps

engage the reader with straight forward advice and examples from her own experiences. I have

read a lot of self help books and this is the first one that once I started reading, I could not put it

down. This is one that you will want to read again and again.

This book is a must for all those in a relationship, looking for a relationship or those who think

they're hopelessly single. I love this read and found it so helpful to me as I navigate the rough

waters of life's path to love. Siggy Flicker made me laugh out loud yet makes perfect sense out of

the crazy world of relationships.Although this book is written by a woman it is a perfect guide for

men. It has improved my relationship with my beautiful girlfriend. This book is a must to be read

over and over again. Plus her appearances on TV are priceless.

This is not just a book for women looking for love. I am married with 2 kids and this book is for me!

The advice and wisdom Siggy shares is helping me in my marriage, my family and my friendships.

Siggy has written a book about self respect. She gives us the best examples from her own life...she

is a woman who absolutely created her own fairy tale...even after the trauma of divorce. I am

inspired by this book. It made me laugh out loud but also take a good hard look at myself. This book

is a game changer and Siggy is my new FAIRY GODMOTHER!!!

After being out of the dating game for four years it was hard to even consider dating other people

after my break up. Siggy Flicker provides great insight into the dating game that I found quite useful.

I don't think I could of been out dating so soon without this book. Great read I highly recommend!

What a truly inspirational book. Having two daughters I am so lucky to have this book for them to

read. It is so funny and fast pace. This will really give my girls an insight on dating and how they

should handle themselves. Great job Siggy on showing how it really should be done! Wish I had you

years ago when I was going through this! A book for everyone!

This book was just ok. Nothing really new a about relationships or how to make your own romantic

dreams come true... I was intrigued because she's on Real House Wives of New Jersey. Maybe



good for a young audience. Definitely read a sample before you purchase.

I loved this book so much I read it in a few hours. As a certified Lifestyle Coach I will recommend it

to all my clients and friends. It is loaded with feel good advice for all ages! It is a confidence

boasting, fun, inspiring read. Siggy's book can turn anyones "lonely, single" life into a fun journey

that will lead to true love. I loved reading her husband, MIchael's interpretation of what guys really

want as well. They are a "real life" fairytale!
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